
 
 

Data Protection Policy 
 

Who is holding your information? 
The information you have given to us is kept by Kelly-Marie Gibbs, Principle, with relevant information 
(such as names, emergency phone numbers and medical issues) also accessible to the class teachers. We 
do not permit copying or sharing by our staff and actively monitor for any potential breaches. 

  
Where do we get data from? 
We only hold data provided to us by you with all initial information being collected on the enrolment 
form when each and every student enrols into Azure’s classes. We may also collect data that is emailed 
to us by you and once collected it is transferred onto our main database. We only keep data that is 
necessary to run the dance school in an efficient manner. 

  
Where is your data stored? 
With most small businesses, we do not have any tailor-made software – we use mainstream packages for 
record keeping, email and accounting etc. We have picked mainstream suppliers with appropriate 
security standards. These include Thinksmart Software, DanceBiz, Google, Yahoo, and Cogs Accountancy 
Limited. 

  
Do we share your data? 
We never sell data we hold. 

Your information/advice is held in the strictest confidence. The teaching faculty are aware that 
confidentiality is paramount and any sharing of data is a breach of data regulations. 

To take part in exams, dance festivals or certain performances we will send personal data to the 
organising body. We also reserve the right to share information if we suspect a safeguarding issue. 

  
How long do we retain your data? 
We will keep and update records for as long as your child dances at Azure Theatre School or your account 
is open. We can either delete your data or you can stay on our system to receive information on 
upcoming performances, shows, camps and competitions. 
 
Want to see what we hold on you? 
Under the new regulations, you have the right to know what information we hold on you, please send an 

email to hello@azuretheatreschool.com and we will download what we have (or send screenshots) 
and send to you. If you believe we have information we should not be keeping, or it is out of date or 
otherwise wrong, please let us know and we will take appropriate action. 
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